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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
We have heard much about the difficulties encountered in
getting the members of a particular industry to join in the
adoption of uniform accounting methods. Perhaps there is
food for thought for those who point to these difficulties in
the article in this issue of the Bulletin, for the Rubber Manufacturers Association, in spite of difficulties as great as will be
found in any industry have achieved definite results in their
efforts to advance uniform accounting. Probably in no other
industry do raw material prices fluctuate so violently. Any
one who has followed the great number of recent articles on
inventory valuation can tell you that wide fluctuation in raw
material prices are bound to make for differences of opinion
on the pricing of such materials. Moreover, the many divisions
of the rubber industry —tire division, mechanical goods division, rubber footwear division, hard rubber division, to mention only a few of them — results, as the author of this article
has stated, in the industry being confronted with "almost
all cost accounting problems that exist in other industries."
Possibly the fact that emphasis has been placed on principles
rather than methods, and that cost estimating for pricing has
been treated separately from cost accounting for control helps
to explain the record made by the Association.
The author of this article is C. W. Halligan, who for the
past eleven years has been Assistant Secretary of the Rubber
Manufacturers Association, Inc., and in charge of the uniform
accounting activities in the industry. Mr. Halligan received
his accounting training at the Pace Institute in New York City
and obtained his early cost experience with the International
Paper Co. Mr. Halligan's early experience in association
accounting activities was acquired with the Newsprint Service
Bureau, where he had charge of uniform accounting activities
and was author of the uniform cost manual, "Cost Accounting for Newsprint Paper Mills." He is a Past Director of
the New York Chapter.
COPYRIGHTEDBYTHE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COST ACCOUNTANTS
Oc oBER 15, 1937

ACCOUNTING FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
MECHANICAL RUBBER PRODUCTS
By C. W. Halligan, Assistant Secretary,
Rubber Manufacturers Association, New York, N. Y.
cost accounting in any specific industry, it is
INa DISCUSSING
customary practice to emphasize the fact that that particular
industry's problems differ from those confronting all other industries. In the case of the rubber industry, however, it would
be better to state that we are faced with almost all cost accounting
problems that exist in other industries, in both factory costs and
in distribution costs.
Confining ourselves to a single branch of the rubber industry,
that of mechanical rubber goods, we still find ourselves confronted
with almost every problem that any other industry is obliged
to face. We have the greatest multiplicity of products, further
complicated by variations in sizes and types, some of which
are manufactured for stock according to standard specifications,
while others represent special -order products, rarely duplicated.
In the distribution field, rubber products are sold through every
conceivable channel of trade, using practically all methods of
marketing with the possible exception of house -to -house canvassing. To account for these diversified operations is a problem which requires the application of the best cost accounting
ingenuity.
Cost Problems in Mechanical Rubber Goods Industry
In discussing cost accounting for the mechanical rubber goods
industry, it might be well to fix in your minds what we mean by
mechanical rubber goods. The products manufactured are those
used mechanically as the name would imply —in other words,
rubber transmission and conveyor belting, rubber hose of various
types, special molded articles of every description, including such
products as rubber engine mountings which are now widely advertised in connection with the modern automobile.
From this description you can readily imagine the costing
problems involved and their similarity to other special order or
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job manufacturing businesses. In days gone by, when competition was not so keen in the rubber industry and profits materialized without the advantages to be gained from a modern and upto -date cost accounting system, the cost methods were naturally
quite crude. The most obvious and simple plan was the tonnage
method. In other words, the cost per pound was ascertained
from month to month regardless of products manufactured, and
quotations were predicated on the average cost per pound. This
method, as you can readily appreciate, heavily penalized the bulky
product and benefited the lightweight product which might require
many times the amount of effort in production that a more bulky
article might require.
With the tremendous increase in competition in recent years
more accurate costing was required for price- making purposes.
As far back as i gi 9 the wide variation in quotations among
competitors in various branches of the trade stimulated the desire for uniform accounting in the industry. Through the Association, improvements have been progressively made since that
time in the cost accounting and general accounting recommendations, which are now contained in an up -to -date manual that is
followed by a majority of manufacturers in the industry.
Various Uses of a Cost System
It was the belief of the Accounting Committee of the Association that the industry could agree on principles, but that the actual
application of those principles should be left to each particular
plant, as it is quite obvious one system will not suit all or even two
plants within the same industry. The Manual contains very
complete recommendations for a uniform classification of expense
and for the distribution and application of this expense to the
cost of the product without, however, providing standard forms
or recommending any specific type of cost system, such as job
costs, standard cost, or actual costs. It is our belief that a
proper cost accounting system should be tied in with the books
and should provide the management with the means of controlling
expense and of detecting and correcting inefficiencies in the manufacturing operations, in addition to providing the basis for selling
prices.
Most rubber companies manufacturing goods to special order,
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as is the case in companies in other industries doing the same
type of business, are prone to use the cost system as a price setting medium, completely ignoring the greater benefits that can
be obtained from an adequate cost system providing expense control. Where adequate cost systems are used in our industry, particular emphasis is placed upon the distinction between costs for
accounting purposes and predetermined costs for the establishment of selling prices. Costs for accounting purposes could obviously be used as a basis for establishing selling prices, but, on
the other hand, it would be dangerous, at least in our industry,
to use costs for accounting purposes without alterations for the
establishment of selling prices.
Use of Replacement Cost for Price- Making Purposes
We use raw material in the manufacturing of our products, the
price of which is at present artificially controlled by an International Committee composed of representatives from producing
countries, all located outside the confines of the United States.
The price has fluctuated widely in the past. In fact, the extremes
in price within a given period of time are probably greater than
that experienced by any other industry in the purchase of its raw
materials. At the present time we are experiencing another
crisis.
In predetermined costs for price- making purposes the situation
is further complicated by the fact that statistics on visible crude
rubber stocks are not an accurate guide as to future price trends,
as is the case with other raw materials, for an upward price movement under normal circumstances, without artificial control,
would bring out within thirty days tremendous additional supplies from what is known as tree stocks. In other words, the
plantations in the Middle East, which raise and supply crude
rubber to manufacturers, restrict their tapping when the price
reaches too low a level, but should the price rise to a point where
it would make it profitable, they can immediately start tapping
without any preliminary expense, and immediately ship rubber.
When a mine or lumbering operation is shut down, it requires
considerable time and expense to prepare for production, whereas
the trees are ready to produce crude rubber instantaneously regardless of the length of shutdown.
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Determining Replacement Prices
For this reason our industry is committed to the policy of attempting to sell their products on the basis of costs specially prepared, with raw materials at current replacement prices rather
than the prices used in the costs for accounting purposes. The
practice is highly essential if inventory losses are to be averted. It
always appears difficult to raise prices when the replacement or
market prices are higher than the cost value of the same materials,
while, on a declining market, manufacturers are prone to reduce
prices to reflect replacement or market values for raw material.
In order to meet this situation, the rubber manufacturing industry
has for a great number of years advocated the policy of pricing
goods on the basis of replacement raw material values, but we
were never able to put this policy into effect because of the difficulty in establishing a mutually agreeable starting point. The
N.R.A. furnished the first opportunity for inaugurating this
policy, and it has been generally effective and advantageous to a
majority of rubber manufacturers ever since. This policy relates,
of course, only to cost estimates for price - making purposes and
not to costs for accounting purposes.
It is all very well to speak of using replacement or market
prices for raw materials in computing costs, but unless you have
had actual experience with determining a market price for practical use, you cannot imagine the difficulties attending such a
scheme. It is not practical to revise cost schedules daily, or even
weekly, to conform with fluctuating market prices. When
faced with this problem, our industry discussed many plans and
finally decided upon one which we believed to be entirely practical
for the industry to follow, and which, over a period of time,
would yield the desired results. The Rubber Manufacturers Association publishes on the first of every month for the
guidance of its members the replacement prices of major raw materials, compiled in the case of crude rubber by averaging the
daily future prices for crude rubber on the open market for the
three ensuing months as quoted during the month prior to the issuance of the schedule. By following this plan, our monthly schedules lag behind the market during a period of rising prices, and
likewise lag a trifle behind the market on a declining price trend,
which has a stabilizing effect, for rubber manufacturers would
200
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rather have a steady price for raw material regardless of whether
it is high or low.
We cannot stress too greatly that many of the causes of destructive competition are due to inaccurately figured cost estimates for the establishment of selling prices, even where very satisfactory cost systems are employed. All costs, whether they be
so- called actual, standard or predetermined costs, should be reviewed and revised to give effect to conditions at the time a quotation is made.
Direct Material Costs
With very few exceptions, the principal methods used in the
rubber industry are similar to those generally employed by accountants in other industries. In our conception of costs, direct
material includes the cost of all materials which form a part of a
finished product, as well as the cost of any extra material which
becomes an integral part of or accessory to a finished product, and,
in addition, all packaging material in which the product is regularly packed for stock. The material cost naturally includes inbound freight as well as purchasing, receiving, storing and handling expense applicable to the material used in the product.
One variation from generally accepted methods, in so far as
material cost is concerned, is that of separating waste loss from
the material cost. We have found that better control can be obtained over raw materials by setting up as direct material cost the
net material contained in the finished article, putting the value of
material wasted, regardless of type of wastage, into the waste loss
cost, where it is combined with the labor and overhead involved in
manufacturing the material up to the point of wastage or loss. In
other words, instead of placing the waste loss in with the material
cost, it is set out by itself as a specific element of cost. Some exception are gaskets and perforated mats.
Control of Material Wastes
The control of material costs is quite difficult in the rubber industry for many reasons. The material is frequently not directly
identified with a definite product until its fabrication is almost
complete, and the quantities of each raw material which are contained in a given product sometimes can be determined only from
201
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frequent tests and check weights. Material cost control is further
complicated by wastes and shrinkages which occur in practically
every operation, some of which are invisible and must be estimated from periodical tests. In some operations the waste can be
reworked so that the loss consists merely of the direct labor and
overhead costs of the operations through which it is necessary for
the stock to pass a second time.
In the mechanical goods industry we find the waste loss to vary
so greatly between products within the same class that it is highly
desirable to establish the waste loss for individual products. In
some cases a separate waste loss percentage may be determined
from careful tests for each product class, rather than from the
dangerous procedure of using an overall average regardless of
product.
It is sometimes quite difficult to secure accurate measurement
of some shrinkages and wastes that occur in the rubber manufacturing operations. We strongly recommend that wherever possible waste should be measured, but where shrinkages occur which
are too difficult to measure, allowance should be made in costs,
based upon fairly accurate tests, so that any price quoted will
reflect all shrinkage and waste occurring in the manufacture of
the product.
Classification of Labor Costs
The cost of labor does not present any problem very different
from that experienced by other industries. Our definition of direct labor follows:
Direct labor includes the cost of all labor which converts a component part of a finished product, or which
is directly applicable to either the operations or processes
involved in its production.
This definition may appear very broad, but different plant layouts, methods of manufacture and wage - payment plans frequently
necessitate a variety of occupational grouping which makes it
quite difficult to conform to any specific grouping of functions
that could be adhered to rigidly by the entire industry.
It is quite important, however, that the proper distinction be
made between direct and indirect labor, and that it be adhered
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to by everyone in the same branch of the industry, as the classification of labor directly affects the application of overhead to the
cost of the product. This situation is evident in the make -ready or
setup time required to prepare the machines for production on a
particular product. Some products require more setup time than
others, and if this labor cost is treated as indirect labor, it is then
averaged over all products, and the attendant overhead is likewise
averaged. On short runs, this is a very important factor affecting
the selling price of the article, for in many cases the setup time
exceeds the operating time in the production of the article. It is,
important, therefore, that this time be considered as direct labor
and specifically assigned to the product.
The Overhead Problem
Overhead costs usually cause the most trouble in the mechanical goods industry, for so- called simplicity of method in the
classification and distribution of overhead cost to product can seldom be obtained without sacrificing accuracy.
There are very few mechanical rubber goods plants where every
product manufactured passes through identically the same operations. If this were true, our problem would be greatly simplified,
but since it is not true, regardless of how small the plant might
be, if the company is to compete intelligently with other members
of the industry, it must set up overhead centers and determine
overhead rates for every operation in the plant. This sometimes
sounds like an insurmountable task to companies that are limited
in so far as clerical force is concerned, but the problem is not so
difficult as it seems. By using recognized and generally accepted methods, all overheads can be allocated or prorated to
overhead centers and departmental overhead rates established on
a basis most equitable for applying overhead in each operation.
In discussing overhead, it is well to consider the steps necessary
before an overhead expense incurred can be assigned to a particular product cost. I like to divide these steps into several
groups: first, the classification of the expense; secondly, the distribution of the expense departmentally; and lastly, application to
the product. The classification of expense is perfectly obvious and
need not be elaborated upon. The distribution methods that we
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follow in the rubber industry represent generally accepted cost
accounting principles.
We strongly recommend, and most rubber companies with adequate cost systems follow, the plan of allocating all overhead expenses directly to a department or operation whenever possible,
leaving for final proration only those expenses that cannot be specifically allocated. Even where this plan is followed, there are
always a number of non- productive departments and general factory expenses which must in turn be finally distributed to productive departments. The cost of the power division, such as
steam generation, electrical generation, electrical transmission,
compressed air, hydraulic power, high - pressure water service,
low- pressure water service, gas and drinking water systems, is
distributed on the basis of meter readings, as far as possible, and
the balance distributed departmentally on the basis of engineering
estimates. In the smaller plants in the industry where meters are
not available, it is our belief that fairly accurate engineering estimates can be made for the distribution of all such expenses departmentally, which will result in more accurate costs than where
no attempt is made to distribute these expenses departmentally.
Distribution

of Service Departments Expenses

The expense of certain other non - productive functions is distributed to productive departments on the basis of the number of
employees currently enrolled in each department, or on the basis
of the relative total labor hours or total labor dollars in each department, as compared with the total labor hours or total labor
dollars in the entire plant, on the theory that such functions benefit each productive department to the extent of the number of employees involved in each. Examples of this type of expense are:
Employment
Medical
Welfare
Safety and Sanitation
Profit and Loss on Factory Cafeteria
Time Keeping
Payroll
Factory Manager and Assistants
General Factory Expense
204
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The expense of other non - productive functions which we believe should be considered a part of factory overhead cost, we
recommend for specific or direct application to the product or departments receiving the benefits of the service. This type of expense includes such functions as general research laboratories,
chemical and physical tests, experimentation and development,
technical service, garage and central trucking, general yard crew,
drafting department, cost department, factory accounting, time
study, production planning and scheduling departments. Most of
these non - productive departments perform definite tasks for other
departments, both productive and non - productive, which can be
accounted for on a job -order basis or some other specific method
of direct cost application.
Building rental charges, such as rent, depreciation, taxes, insurance, and building operation and maintenance, are distributed
in relation to the floor space actually occupied by each department, permitting the unoccupied space to be absorbed in the relationship that the occupied space specifically occupied by each department bears to the total occupied space.

Material Overhead
There are certain expenses that we eventually include in the
cost of direct materials, which are classified originally as overhead
expense. The cost of purchasing, receiving, storing, handling and
testing of raw materials and supplies is in this category. In this
group we also include the expense of invoice auditing and a proportionate amount of traffic department expense applicable to inbound materials. These expenses we believe should be applied
specifically to products wherever possible, but in the smaller companies where a central purchasing, receiving, and stores department may handle all materials, this is not always expedient and,
therefore, it is sometimes necessary to apply this expense to the
cost of the material on a percentage of value basis, which does not
give consideration to the bulls and effort required in handling certain types of materials.
The overhead expense connected with the operation of mechanical shops is applied to repair or new work orders as a percentage of the direct labor involved in each order. When highly
specialized machine shops are operated, the overhead in the shops
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is applied on a machine -hour basis when this method more accurately portrays the usage of the mechanical shop equipment than
the direct labor dollar basis. Of course, all repair and maintenance work orders are charged to the department receiving the
benefit of the work, except new work which is naturally capitalized.
The overhead of shipping departments and finished goods warehouses are usually collected as part of the overhead expense, but
are transferred to the commercial expense grouping as a nonmanufacturing expense.
Overhead Applied on Direct Labor Cost Basis
Having set up an overhead pocket for the collection of factory
overhead expenses departmentally, and having prepared a budget
based upon actual past experience and future expectations as to
the volume it is expected will pass through each department, the
next step is the application of this expense to the actual product
cost sheet so that each product will bear its proper proportion of
overhead cost for each process through which it passes in the
course of its production. It is generally agreed among accountants
that the overhead charge should be predicated upon the length of
time it takes to process an article in each department. Usually the
direct labor cost reflects the relative difference in time it takes to
process different articles in a given department. The labor dollar
costs are readily obtainable, and, therefore, it is quite widely used
as a basis for the application of overhead in the rubber manufacturing industry. After all, overhead expense is really a rental
charge made to the customer for the use of plant facilities, and,
therefore, should be on a time basis, which is usually reflected in
the direct labor cost.
There are certain overhead expenses that can be applied specifically to products, so that it is unnecessary to include such expenses in departmental overheads. An example of such expenses
is royalties paid for the use of machines or processes and mold
depreciation and expense, which are both treated as separate items
of factory cost and applied specifically to products benefited.
Royalty payments based upon units sold or upon a percentage of
sales value, we treat as deduction from sales under commercial expense and exclude from factory cost.
206
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The First Manufacturing Stage — Preparatory Operations
Practically all rubber products pass through the same general
manufacturing stages. First, there are numerous preparatory operations through which crude rubber must pass before it is ready
for compounding, depending upon the grade of crude rubber used.
These preparatory operations include the opening of the bales or
cases, cutting or tearing the rubber into segments or sheets, washing, drying, masticating and straining, to eliminate foreign matter.
Most of these operations utilize heavy power- driven machinery,
and the complete direct labor and overhead costs of these operations are added to the cost of each grade of rubber, according to
the operations through which each grade is obliged to pass. During these rubber handling operations there are distinct shrinkages
due to the elimination of foreign matter which must be compensated for by increasing the pound cost of the remaining rubber.
This shrinkage ranges from less than i per cent to approximately
2 0 per cent.
Similarly, there are shrinkages in other compounding ingredients, where it is necessary to make frequent tests for each type of
material so that the pound cost may be increased by a proper
shrinkage factor to insure accuracy in the final product costs.
The same procedure is followed in taking up the shrinkage or
loss in weight as a result of drying fabrics that are to be coated
with rubber compound. The weight of the moisture eliminated
is added to the pound cost of the dry fabric.
The Second Stage — Processing
The second stage in the manufacturing process is the so- called
processing division of a rubber factory where the rubber pigments
and other ingredients are measured and mixed and then combined,
in some cases with cotton fabrics or other materials which comprise the component parts of a finished rubber article. These operations are known as the compounding, milling and calendering
operations, which utilize heavy and costly machinery with high power consumption, so that it is quite important that the costs be
carefully allocated at this point. The overhead on these operations
can generally be applied to component product costs on the direct
labor dollar basis, but frequently the usage of the machines by
certain products is disproportionate to the direct labor time or
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cost. Whenever this situation exists, it is highly desirable that
machine -hour overhead rates be established and the overhead applied on this basis.
The Third Stage — Cutting and Shaping
The third stage in the manufacture of most rubber products includes the cutting and shaping of component parts, and the building or assembling operations that process the product to the state
where it is ready for caring or vulcanization. These operations
will differ according to product. In practically all of these operations the direct labor dollar basis is used for overhead application
to cost of product.
The Fourth Stage — Curing and Vulcanizing
The fourth group of operations, and one of the most important
from the standpoint of product quality, includes the curing or vulcanizing operations. This process differs quite widely according
to product and requires the use of large, heavy machinery units,
utilizing a large quantity of steam. In some cases the product is
locked in large vaults or chambers and subjected to dry heat at
high temperatures, while, in other cases, the product is covered
with fabric wrappers and subjected to a live steam cure. In still
other cases, the product is inserted in a mold, which, in turn, is
inserted in a press under hydraulic pressure and then subjected
to indirect heat. In very few of these curing or vulcanizing operations does the direct labor time in preparing the product for
curing, loading or unloading heaters or presses, properly reflect
the relative usage of the same equipment by different products.
Therefore, it is highly essential that a machine -hour or heater hour basis be used for the application of overhead. The number
of presses tended by an operator may vary widely according to the
length of cure and the length of time required to load and unload
the molds, the operator usually being paid only for the time actually spent in loading and unloading the molds and presses. The
length of time the product is utilizing the curing facilities should
be the determining factor in the application of fixed charges on
the machinery, as well as the steam and power costs. Many
manufacturers, whenever machine -hour rates are mentioned, seem
to believe that this method will involve complications that are
208
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seemingly insurmountable, but fairly accurate estimates can be
made for steam and power consumption as well as for other expenses so that even with slight inaccuracies in the determination
of the rates, greater accuracy is secured in the final costs than if
the direct labor dollar basis were to be used.
The Fifth Stage— Finishing and Packing
The fifth general group of operations deal with the testing, inspecting, finishing and packing of the product. Such operations
differ widely according to the product involved, but in all cases
where the product is packaged or wrapped in the manufacturing
departments in the form in which it is to be placed in finished
goods warehouses, the packaging or wrapping materials are classified as direct material and included in factory cost rather than
as a shipping and warehousing cost. These operations usually involve hand labor to a great extent and, therefore, the direct labor
dollar basis is considered the most equitable method for the application of overhead. Frequently, however, products require certain types of machine finishing. Where this is the case, it is highly
desirable to provide separate rates for each type of finishing, for an average rate would heavily penalize the hand -finished product and reduce unduly the cost of the machine - finished
product.
Methods of Applying Overhead in Use
During the past year it has been my pleasure to survey cost
systems used in one branch of the mechanical goods industry
known as the molded goods group. Among the forty manufacturers investigated, I found several different methods of applying
overhead to the cost of product:
i. The poundage basis.
The prime cost basis. That is, overhead is applied in relation
to the combined material and direct labor values in each
product.
3. Total direct labor dollar basis. That is, the total direct labor
cost of each product is used as a basis for applying overhead.
q. Departmental direct labor dollar basis. That is, separate
overhead rates were used for each operation, based on the
direct labor dollar method.
2.
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5. The machine -hour method. Some companies follow the plan
of applying all overhead in the entire plant on a machine hour rate, depending upon the curing time at the press.
6. Lastly, what we recommend as the correct method, departmental rates, using direct labor dollar method as a basis in
all departments except those where the direct labor time
does not correspond with the machine time.
I have calculated the total production costs for two products, A
and B, using each of the methods listed above. The following figures illustrate the wide fluctuations in cost that can result from
differences in the method of applying overhead to the product.
Method
1

z
3
4
5
6

..................
..................
..................
..................
..................
..................

Cost per zoo Pieces
Product A
Product B
$35.87
$.1457
.2368
20.43
17.99
.2659
.22 37
30.68
.2187
30 .49
.2608
20.93

Volume for Overhead Rate Determination
One of the chief causes of cost differences within any company
from period to period or between companies within the same industry, is the volume of production upon which the unit overhead
costs are predetermined. It is rather difficult for an industry as
a whole to adopt a uniform practice that can be followed by all
members of the industry. During the life of the rubber codes, our
Accounting Committee developed a basis for establishing the volume upon which unit costs could be calculated by all companies.
This method, although of.no consequence today, offers a possible
solution for this problem in the future. I merely describe the plan
now because I believe you will agree it is a very ingenious method,
having great merit. As we all know, every company has its own
idea of its capacity which can be calculated in many ways by different individuals within the same company. The plan to which
I refer I quote from our Uniform Accounting Manual:
"Factory Overhead shall be predetermined annually in the
following manner:
210
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"Each year the Accounting Department of the R.M.A.
shall establish the average annual volume of sales during the
preceding five or seven years, for each Division or Subdivision of the Industry as each Division may determine.
They shall establish also each year the current potential productive capacity per hour for each Division, using the same
basis of measurement. The average annual volume of sales
divided by the potential productive capacity per hour will indicate the number of hours that the Division must operate per
year to supply the annual demand for its products averaged
over a cycle of five or seven years. The R.M.A. will report
this number of hours to each member of the Division as the
standard for the ensuing year.
"The individual member shall predetermine the amount
of Factory Overhead necessary to operate each Division of
his plant for the given numbers of hours per year and shall
apply and distribute such predetermined factory overhead as
outlined in the various sections of the R.M.A. Accounting
Manual. Nothing herein provided is intended to limit the
hours of actual operation."
I might mention that this idea was never approved by the National Recovery Administration in its original form, but I think
you will agree that the idea has some merit in that an entire industry could establish in this fashion the number of hours that
each branch of the industry should operate its plants at capacity to
supply the average annual demand for its products, based on a
moving five or seven year average. This method naturally could
only be used in connection with costs for the establishment of
selling prices and could not be used in costs for accounting purposes.
Handling Mold Expense
The treatment of mold expense requires special consideration in
the mechanical rubber manufacturing industry. Many products
manufactured for stock require the use of molds of some description, most of which have a long life and, consequently, a low -depreciation cost, while others of a special nature have a very high
depreciation cost not due to wear and tear but rather to obso211
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lescence. This is a matter which is closely related to selling policies of each particular company and the industry as a whole,
and the accountant must treat this expense in keeping with the
selling policy. In the case of special products requiring specially
made molds, the customer frequently supplies the molds. In other
cases the manufacturer supplies the molds, and where competitive
conditions will permit, a special charge is made to the customer
for the full cost of the molds. Where the manufacturer absorbs
the cost of the mold in products produced for stock, or where the
order is large enough to permit the absorption of the cost of the
mold in the price, of the order, this expense is set up as a separate element of cost, specifically applied to each product, as averaging'of mold depreciation or mold costs would heavily penalize
the large orders and items manufactured for stock, and benefit
the small orders and special products which incur high mold costs.
Classifying Commercial Expense
One of the most serious problems confronting the rubber industry in cost accounting is that of classifying commercial expense, and the distribution and application of this expense to the
cost of individual products. This matter has always received serious consideration by the rubber manufacturing industry, and we
have passed through several evolutionary steps in reaching the
basis used at present. We originally recommended that all commercial expense be specifically allocated, in so far as possible, to
product subdivisions by method of sale, and applied to the cost
of individual products in relation to the net sales value. In other
words, the total anticipated commercial expense for a given period
was related to the budgeted net sales of each product subdivision
and this percentage converted to a markup percentage on factory
cost. We have found, however, that where more than one grade
of the same product is manufactured, this method gives incorrect
results. For example, take such a product as garden hose which
has been manufactured in as many as four different grades, having selling prices ranging from about seven cents a foot for the
best, down to two and one -half cents a foot for the fourth grade.
When commercial expense is applied to these two extremes on a
selling price basis the first grade is severely penalized for the
benefit of the fourth grade.
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The type of expense that we consider as commercial expense
may differ somewhat from the classification followed by other industries. To give some idea of the type of expense included under
this heading, we list general headings as follows:

r

Factory, Warehousing and. Shipping Expenses
Transportation (outward)
Sales Deductions
Direct Selling Expense
Sales Operating Expense
Administration
Bad Debt Losses.
Application

of Commercial Expense

It is quite obvious that when the weight of all grades of _a product is approximately the same, the freight, warehousing and shipping expense would be similar, regardless of the selling price of
the product. Therefore, a more equitable distribution of expense
will be obtained if this type of commercial expense is applied in
some relation to the weight. It is quite obvious that a definite rate
per one hundred pounds can be used as a basis for applying transportation expense to product cost. This is the method now recommended and followed by a majority of mechanical goods manufacturers.
In so far as other classes of commercial expense are concerned,
we have faced the problem for some time and we cannot say that
it has been solved to our satisfaction. We are at present using
what might- be termed a stop -gap method until a more equitable
method can be developed. This method is to apply all such expenses specifically by method of sale on the basis of the cost of
sales; in other words, factory cost where the spread between
grades of the same product is not so great as between the selling
prices. Initially, the general expenses applicable to all products
are prorated to product groups on the basis of cost of sales values
and combined with specifically allocated expenses for application
to individual product cost within each group on the same basis.
In view of the .passage of the Robinson - Patman Act, it is now
quite necessary that more equitable methods be developed so as to
have readily available regularly Compiled information which can
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be used to justify differences in selling prices when necessary.
We now have a special committee engaged in a study of this
problem, which we hope will result in very tangible recommendations that the industry can follow, without involving any undue
hardship on any member of the industry.
Deductions from Sales
There are several types of expense that do not appear under
the general headings given that we consider as commercial expense, but which are treated differently in other industries. We
consider cash discount allowed a customer for prompt payment
as a sales deduction rather than as a financial expense. This may
not be defensible from a technical accounting viewpoint, but it is
a custom that has grown up in the rubber industry. Another
pecularity of our commercial expense classification is that of
considering as sales deductions, adjustment losses and obsolete
finished goods losses. We feel that the inclusion of such items
as sales deductions is defensible for management control purposes.
In the case of obsolete finished goods losses, if we were to
consider as sales the net amount received for goods declared
obsolete, the difference that should have been received for the
goods and what was actually received would be buried in the
sales figures. However, we include in our gross sales the amount
that the goods should have been sold for, and set up as a sales
deduction the difference betwen what should have been received
and the amount received, thus pointing out to the management
in an unmistakable manner the extent of this loss.
The same reasoning applies to adjustment losses in some
branches of the industry. The adjustment loss amounts to a
considerable sum and must be controlled if profits are to be
maintained. This is not an important factor to the mechanical
rubber goods manufacturers, but the method used is similar to
that employed by the tire industry; that is, the difference between
what should have been received for the product and what was
actually received is set up as an adjustment loss. The net sales
are properly set forth even though the gross sales are overstated
and the sales deductions inflated to offset the overstatement of
gross sales.
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Sales Operating Expense
A feature of our classification of commercial expense which
may differ from that usually encountered in other industries is
our treatment of wh at we term sales operating expense. This
expense concerns indirect sales expense in branch sales offices
and the home office. The salesmen, sales manager, selling and
traveling expenses are very definitely direct selling expenses,
which might also be true of certain other expenses. Some expenses at the branch, such as checking credits, billing, accounting,
warehousing, shipping expense, and service expenses are accessories to, but not part of the direct selling expense, and are,
therefore, set up as sales operating expense. In the home offica,
we find similar functions performed which are generally classified as administration expense. In order to be consistent with
the classification in the branches, we have found it advantageous
to set up a home office sales operating expense which includes
accounts receivable, credit and collection expense, and other
home office indirect expenses that we believe should be treated
as a part of indirect sales expense, which really represents sales
overhead and is allocated to product on a cost of sales dollar basis.
No Commercial Expense Mark -Up on Extra Material
In the mechanical rubber goods industry we have a special
problem that is not present in all other industries. Many of the
products require special accessories which are sometimes supplied by the customer and sometimes by the rubber manufacturer. At times these accessories or extra materials have a value
greater than the rubber part of the product. Examples of this
type are couplings supplied with hose, the steel for automobile
running boards which are now manufactured with the rubber
bonded to the metal, as well as innumerable other automobile
parts having metal inserts such as steering wheels, engine mountings, hood corners, etc. An outstanding example is that of rubber -lined tank cars, tanks or chutes. In these products the
value of the tank or chute far exceeds the rubber covering, and
if the factory cost of the product, including the extra material,
were to be marked up for commercial expense, the manufacturer quoting on this basis would write himself out of the market
as against another manufacturer who merely supplies the rubber
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lining. In view of this situation, our industry treats extra material as a separate element of cost and markup for commercial
expense before adding the extra material value for quotation
purposes.
It is my belief that the inability to properly estimate the costs
of doing business through different channels of trade and as between different products, has been largely responsible for profitless business and inequitable price differentials. The question of
price differentials is an important one at the present time in
view of the passage of the Robinson- Patman Act, but so few
companies can support such differentials from present accounting
records.
However ridiculous it may sound to those versed in cost accounting, I would like to emphasize the importance of having
more than an estimating system for the calculation of costs for
any special -order business. Without an adequate cost system
for the control of expense and for the purpose of furnishing the
basis for accurate cost estimation on future business, a company
is gambling with its future.
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